Investigating metal-binding in proteins by nuclear magnetic resonance.
Metal ions play a key role for the function of many proteins. The interaction of the metal ion with the protein and its involvement in the function of the protein vary widely. In some proteins, the metal ion is bound tightly to the ligand residues and may be the key player in the function of the protein, as in the case of blue copper proteins. In other proteins, the metal ion is bound only temporarily and loosely to the protein, as in the case of some metalloenzymes and other proteins where the metal ion acts as a cofactor necessary for the function of the protein. Such proteins are often known as metal ion-activated proteins. The review focuses on recent nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies of a series of metal-dependent proteins and the characterization of the metal-binding sites. In particular, we focus on NMR techniques for studying metal binding to proteins such as chemical shift mapping, paramagnetic NMR and changes in backbone dynamics upon metal binding.